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NEWS AND COMMENT
EXCERPT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF PERMANENT OFFICERS
GEORGE MILTON SMITH (July 5, 1879-February 26, 1951). Working
quietly, calmly, and at times, it seemed, almost obscurely, Dr. George
Milton Smith acquired international distinction in his major field of
interest. He worked obscurely in that he never sought renown; he won
distinction for his role in marshalling the attack on the unknowns of cancer.
Cancer was no recent interest of his when he became a member of the
Cancer Unit and, later, Chairman of the Atypical Growth Research Unit
at Yale. He had already served briefly as Director of the Barnard Free
Skin and Cancer Hospital before World War I, in which he was Captain
in Mobile Hospital No. 39.
Upon assuming new responsibilities at Yale, he familiarized himself with
programs of cancer research throughout the world. This background
enabled him effectively to stimulate further research. As Medical Director,
he participated in the program of the Anna Fuller Fund from its inception
and was a member of the Board of Scientific Advisers of The Jane Coffin
Childs Memorial Fund. He was also a Director of the American Society for
the Control of Cancer at the time of its reorganization as the American
Cancer Society. A member of the first National Advisory Cancer Council
of the U. S. Public Health Service, Dr. Smith served as Executive Director
of the Council from 1944-1947-the period of greatest expansion in its
program.
Few researches on abnormal growth escaped his consideration, and
every deserving investigator, at Yale or elsewhere, who sought his counsel
or aid was rewarded. His broad understanding of the cancer problem, his
personal kindness and charm, and his keen judgment contributed to the
rapid development of programs and support of cancer research. Despite a
full schedule, he still found time for his own investigations on cancer in
fishes and reptiles.
Dr. Smith's intimate contact with the problems of industrial health, as
the result of his years of experience as surgeon to the Scovill and American
Brass Companies, made him a natural leader during World War II in the
programs designed to maintain health under the rigorous conditions of
rapid industrial expansion. He was a member of two national committees
on industrial health and welfare, and Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Armored Vehicles of the National Research Council. His interest and
experience also enabled him to aid in the establishment at Yale of the
Institute of Industrial Health and Medicine, now integrated with the
School of Public Health.
Finally, Dr. Smith was an anatomist with a keen interest in applied and
functional anatomy, in comparative morphology, as well as in the history
of anatomy. He provided for the once bare walls of the corridor in the
Department of Anatomy a fine collection of prints portraying the early
anatomists, and thus he shared with others his instincts as a collector and
his familiarity with our predecessors who have contributed to our knowl-
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ichthyology is a monument to his scholarly interest in the development of
comparative morphology and marine life.
As a scholar, as a surgeon interested in man's health, and as a leader in
the development of cancer programs, Dr. Smith has enriched our heritage
in thought, in accomplishment, and in scholarly collections and studies. His
devotion and loyalty to Yale and its School of Medicine, his graciousness,
kindness, and generosity were exemplary. Although he shall no longer
work among us, his pervasive spirit will long be with us.
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